BEAUTIFIL II LS

Due to a unique filler, Beautifil II LS provides high abrasion resistance, antagonist-friendly surface hardness, and optimal compressive strength. This firm but easy handling, stackable, non-sticky premium bioactive composite can be quickly polished to a sustainable high-gloss finish. With shade stability and low shrinkage and shrinkage stress, perfect margins are effortless, creating aesthetic anterior and posterior restorations.

EVENTS

TRADE SHOWS (OPERATORY | LABORATORY)

JULY
19-20 | NDA ANNUAL CONVENTION | WASHINGTON, DC
31-2 | RDH UNDER ONE ROOF | BOOTH 723 | GRAPEVINE, TX

AUGUST
8-10 | AAED | BANFF AB, CANADA
22-24 | FACD | ORLANDO, FL

SEPTEMBER
5-7 | CDA NORTH, ADA, FDI | BOOTH 1833 | SAN FRANCISCO, CA
11-12 | DENTAL FORUM | NASHVILLE, TN
13-14 | LA DENTAL MEETING & EXPO | LOS ANGELES, CA
20-21 | IN LAB MARKETING SUMMIT | CHARLOTTE, NC
27-28 | IDT DIGITAL DENTURE SYMPOSIUM | ATLANTA, GA

LECTURES & COURSES (LECTURE | HANDS-ON COURSE)

JULY
19 | CDE WORLD EVENT: RESTORATIVE – PAYAMATAI | BETHESDA, MD
19 | RON KAMMER – OUT WITH THE OLD AND IN WITH THE NEW WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, WV
21 | ROBERT LOWE – MORPHOLOGY AND OCCLUSION EYE SPECIAL CAMERA DEMO | CHICAGO, IL
26 | CDE WORLD EVENT: RESTORATIVE – JACK GRIFFIN | PHILADELPHIA, PA
26 | ELEVATE: PAYAMATAI | SANTA BARBARA, CA
28 | DAN WARD – RESTORATIVE LECTURE | BUENA PARK, CA

AUGUST
9 | CDE WORLD EVENT: PAYAMATAI | BETHESDA, MD
9 | SAM HALABO – DENTAL MATERIALS: THE FULL CLINICAL REVIEW | FRESNO, CA
9 | SHANNON BRINKER – LECTURE | ST. PAUL, MN
11 | MARK ROTZETTER – LECTURE AND PHOTOGRAPHY / EYE SPECIAL CAMERA DEMO | SEATTLE, WA

23 | SHANNON BRINKER – HANDS ON AND LECTURE AT FACD | ORLANDO, FL
23 | CDE WORLD EVENT: RESTORATIVE – JACK GRIFFIN | ALEXANDRIA, VA
25 | DAN WARD – DRILLING DOWN: BEST PRACTICES FOR MOVING FROM BASIC TO SUPERIOR COMPOSITES AND CROWNS | SEATTLE, WA

SEPTEMBER
6 | TONY TOMARO – ANALOGUE MEETS DIGITAL | DULUTH, MN
10 | THOMAS DUDNEY – DIFFICULT & UNUSUAL CASES | CHATTANOOGA, TN
11 | ROBERT LOWE – PRACTICAL EXCELLENCE IN RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY | PLANTSVILLE, CT
13 | CDE WORLD EVENT: RESTORATIVE – PAYAMATAI | DOWNERS GROVE, IL
13-14 | DAWSON ACADEMY: RECORDS COURSE – CAMERA | EAST HANOVER, NJ
13 | JOYCE BAGSETT – THINGS THAT CAN GO WRONG EVEN IF YOU DO THEM RIGHT | PHILADELPHIA, PA
13 | LENNY HESS – TREATMENT PLANNING PROCESS | AUSTIN, TX
15 | DR. LANCE KISBY – PEDO ORTHO HANDS ON PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE | SEATTLE, WA
19-21 | DAWSON ACADEMY: RECORDS COURSE – CAMERA | CHICAGO, IL
20 | JOYCE BAGSETT – THINGS THAT CAN GO WRONG EVEN WHEN YOU DO THEM RIGHT | BAKERSFIELD, CA
20 | MARTY ZASE – SMILE DESIGN | CHESAPEAKE, VA
20 | THOMAS DUDNEY – BE AWARE OF WEAR | BOARDMAN, OH
20 | BRIAN NOVY – LECTURE | RED BLUFF, CA
20 | HOWARD GLAZER – I HAVE IT, YOU NEED IT | SAN JUAN, PR
21 | RON KAMMER – SCANALOUS | FISHING, NY
22 | MARK ROTZETTER – LECTURE AND PHOTOGRAPHY / EYESPECIAL CAMERA DEMO | PHOENIX, AZ
27 | CARLA COHN – PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY FOR THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER | HACKENSACK, NJ
27 | CHAD DUPLANTIS – MILLENNIAL DENTISTRY | THOUSAND OAKS, CA
BUY 1 SUPER-SNAP RAINBOW TECHNIQUE KIT (0500)
GET 2 GLASIONOMER FX-II MINI KITS* A2, A3, A3.5, B2 (3202/3203/3204/3205)
AT NO CHARGE
*MIX AND MATCH SHADES. NOT AVAILABLE IN CANADA

BUY 4 BEAUTIFUL II LS SYRINGES* GET 2 BEAUTIFIL II PINK (GINGIVA) LIGHT PINK & DARK PINK (Y2256, Y2257)
AT NO CHARGE
*MIX AND MATCH SHADES. NOT AVAILABLE IN CANADA

CANADIAN OFFER ONLY:
BUY 1 ONEGLOSS PS KIT (0175, 0176, 0177, 0178)
GET 1 BEAUTIFIL II LS A2 SYRINGE (Y2271)
AT NO CHARGE

BUY 2 ONEGLOSS PS KITS (0175, 0176, 0177, 0178)
GET 2 BEAUTIFIL FLOW PLUS X FOO A2 SYRINGES (Y2302)
AT NO CHARGE
NOT AVAILABLE IN CANADA

CONTACTS

CUSTOMER SERVICE | 1-800-827-4638
HORTENCIA HERNANDEZ | EXT | 221
PALOMA RIEDEL | EXT | 220
KAYLA ZAYAS | EXT | 243

SALES MANAGERS

MICHAE L GANSBURG 813-731-9928

UNITED STATES

KEVIN BOURLAND | IN, MI, N- OH 734-883-3953
Bobb COLEMAN | DE, S- NJ, E- PA 717-503-3281
Don COPELAND | N- CA 415-699-1519
Patrick DELAURA | AZ, S- CA 949-942-0872
John DORAN | Q, KS, MO, MT, NE, UT, WY 719-481-9577
James EGEDT | KY, TN 615-879-9289
Bobb GARCA | IA, IL, WI 630-967-9087
Renee GOLD | WESTCHESTER, BUFFALO, ROCHESTER, MANHATTAN, BRONX, BROOKLYN, QUEENS, STATEN ISLAND, AND LONG ISLAND 914-522-1096
Juan GRANDE | NC 919-741-2900
Damon GRANT | W- TX, NM 704-737-9434
Kayce HOLLINGSWORTH | E. TX, OK, LA, AR 214-636-6381
Lisa HULL | AL, GA, E- TN 404-984-9886
Heather IRWIN | W- PA, WV 412-400-4621
Dina KAMMIN | UPSTATE NY 201-446-2064
Norma LUNA | S- CA 562-419-0463
Le Ann MACDONALD | W- FL 321-624-6483
Carrig MAGRIG | N- CA, NV, OR 916-606-2227
Doug Murphy | MN, ND, SD 612-327-0515
Jason PLESCZEK | OH 440-283-7245
Bill TURNER | SC 704-608-1894
Kathryn WEARNE | AK, ID, WA 425-422-1704
Ricardo Youngblood | MD, VA 410-952-9097
Rich ZALL | ME, NH, RI, CT 781-244-2781

CANADA

Sarah Bermel 604-339-5017
David Goldshaw 647-298-7429
Billy Ho 647-961-8826

For complete ordering information, contact your authorized Shofu Dealer. Fax this page with a copy of your invoice to 760.736.3276 or mail to: Shofu Dental Corporation 1225 Stone Drive, San Marcos, CA 92078-4059
- Make sure that the dealer invoice clearly shows your name, address, phone number and products purchased Incomplete or illegible invoices will not be honored
- Free products will be shipped to you directly from Shofu Dental Corporation CANADA Free products will be shipped to you directly from your Shofu Canadian Dealer. Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery
- Offer cannot be combined with any other Shofu special Shofu reserves the right to discontinue or change this offer at any time